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CAT CASTLE
BY CHRISTINE STROER

What would be the best use of the 14,000 square feet of
space that once generated power for the old Falstaff
Brewery in Benton Park? If you are a cat-lover, the answer
is The Clowder House - a not-for-profit dedicated to pro-
viding a safe and nurturing environment for all types of
cats. The organization began out of the home of executive
director, Diane Hurwitz, when she needed to find a home
for her mother's cat upon her entry into a nursing home.
Hurwitz's endeavors remained somewhat of an urban leg-
end among people trying to find a loving home for a cat,
but through generous private donations and hard work,
the organization grew. In 1996, the Clowder House needed
additional space and it moved to its present location at
3134 Wyoming. 

This group of cat-caregivers set themselves apart from
run-of-the mill feline rescue groups in several ways. The
Clowder House invites its residents to stay anywhere from
a few days to a lifetime. Many of the cats currently living at
the House are residents whose owners have passed away or
moved into nursing homes.  These cats enjoy a spacious,
cage-free living area complete with scratching posts and
toys. This organization can also take cats for short-term
stays in situations where the owners are going out of the
country for an extended stay, or moving to a location that
is not cat-friendly. Owners and former owners can arrange
for visits with their pets on or off-site. The center also
rehabilitates rescued cats and kittens and places them up
for adoption, as well as housing felines with problematic

Continued on page 8

BY MATTHEW MURPHY

Is the purpose of the recall provision to serve as a check to the
machine politics of St. Louis, or is it to act as another way for politicians
to exert or ensure power? The recent ouster of Alderman Peggy Ryan
from the 4th Ward and the increasingly volatile and visible effort to
recall Alderman Jeffery Boyd in the 22nd would suggest that the power
of the petition is an increasingly effective tool for creating outcomes
politicians want. 

Both Aldermen were halfway through their elected term when the
recall efforts were mounted and both efforts have been headed by pow-
erful Democrats in those wards. 

Though the St. Louis American’s Political Eye referred to former
State Rep. O.L. Shelton as "the comeback kid", Shelton’s brief stray out
of the spotlight did nothing to dull his political skills. In a series of pre-
cision moves, Shelton put himself into position to unseat the 4th Ward
Alderwoman he formerly supported, Peggy Ryan. Shelton said early on
that his recall efforts were designed to help the ward, not put himself in
the alderman’s seat, and that he did not chose, but was chosen to run.
Shelton’s point position in the recall effort, his position as committee-
man, and his effort to close the gap between himself and for-

Continued on page 8

BY MATTHEW MURPHY

In politics, one of the most common
ideas is that candor kills. In a business where
duplicity is accepted and the desire to cling
to principle stands in the face of the needs of
the campaign, a forthright treatise on the
nature of the modern
political campaign is
rare.

When politicians
do tell their candid
stories about life on
the campaign trail it
is usually in retro-
spect. A politician
either secure in his
position or about to
step out of the sometimes bruising world of
campaigning. It is rare to hear an aspiring
politician on his way up step back and talk
openly about where he feels he compromised,
in even a small way, his ideals to the political
machine.

"If I had known there was a reporter
here," Smith joked afterwards, "I wouldn’t
have been so candid."

The location for Jeff Smith’s speech was
somewhat appropriate for his topic. While
the Ethical Society of St. Louis’ modernist

meeting place on Clayton Road is not quite
the same as Resurrection Church in South
St. Louis, it does share with it the sense of a
sacred space. Their shared modernist archi-
tecture runs parallel to some of their shared
ethical viewpoints.

Despite Smith’s somewhat contrite atti-
tude, he spoke in that relaxed
and humorous style that
makes Smith an instantly
likeable person. He talked
about what he saw as ethical
lapses, lapses most voters
would ignore as standard
operating procedure in poli-
tics. The need to raise money
dominates a campaign and

candidates must sometimes ask for support
from those whom they otherwise wouldn’t. It
can also force the candidate to focus on peo-
ple as a means to an end, filling the cam-
paign coffers in this case. The money chase
dominates a candidate's time and can domi-
nate their thinking.

"One of the real dilemmas when you’re
running is you’re put into positions where
whenever you meet someone [you] wonder if
this is a person of means or not," said Smith.
"You’re ashamed immediately for thinking
that."

SMITH TELLS IT LIKE IT IS Candid Comments a Rarity
in Politics.

"If I had known there
was a reporter here,"
Smith joked after -
wards, "I wouldn’t
have been so candid."

Two sides of 17th ward voted for one alderman. Story page 6. Photos by Gena Miller.
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It was a terrible war of heaven. The gods were divided. And violence
ripped through every moment. Chaos, ruin, vengeance, the horrible
echo of hatred raged across the divine lands. When the gods go to
war, there is peace nowhere. No seas are calm, no trees caressed by
breezes. The whole of existence quakes and crumbles. And so it was
for time immeasurable as the gods wrecked havoc on themselves.
The cause of this war is lost to us now, and as incomprehensible as it
may sound, it was lost to them even in the midst of their rampages.
For the god of War was given a share of the same power as the god of
Love – the ability to blind.

In the end, vengeance gave yield to fatigue. Anger cooled to resigna-
tion. And the war finally came to an exhausted close. But it changed the heavens in ways beyond even
the healing powers of the gods. Heaven has been laid to waste. Trees became ashes. Kicked up dirt
blocked the sun. The odor of death soaked into the skin of every object. The ground was a swamp,
soggy with the blood of gods.

And from a single battlefield of this war that had raged for time immeasurable, a young god threw
down his being. With bare fists, he dug a grave. He considered flinging himself down into the depths
of the pit he drew, but instead he gathered the armor and weapons, the anger and regret, the sorrow
and shame and he buried them in the earth. With that he departed from his grief and started to make
his way home.

But the heavens now were desolate and bare, empty of life and empty of any mark. A wasteland. An
unending mass of shreds and shards of the castrated, the amputated and the missing. And so he start-
ed in an uncertain direction. And for a vast length of time he traveled. And there was nothing. The
good had been uprooted and nothing could be planted in its place for time immeasurable. Such was
the wasteland.

After a time with no compare, this young god grew old, and the whole of this time he was lost. Even
the patience of a god has an end. And so one morning, he stopped. He slept. He dreamt. He saw his
home as it was before the war.

On waking, he let time pass through him. Time without measure. Until he did as only a god can do.
He made creation. A small world, made in the image of his lost home. With creatures to remind him
of the treasures he had lost. Creatures that laughed and wept and loved and laughed and played
music and danced. Creatures that started families and
built homes and formed friendships and wrote stories
and songs. And this small world existed unaware of
the gift that they were to this lonesome god in a
wasteland of a heaven.

Presented by Thomas Crone

1. What was the name of Tina Turner’s character in "Mad Max Beyond
Thunderdome?"
2. This St. Louis Hawks broadcaster was also heard behind the micro-
phone for the baseball Cardinals and the Browns.
3. Which locally-reared musician would record the following albums: "In
a Silent Way," "Big Fun," and "Nefertiti"?
4. Whose number 11 sweater has been retired by the St. Louis Blues?
5. Every Thanksgiving, the Webster Groves and Kirkwood high school
football teams play the Turkey Day Game. What’s the name of the trophy
at stake?

The front page photo caption incorrectly identified the union of the candidates. 
The correct union is Local 677.

Dave Drebes
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L E T T E R S TO THE E D I TO R
Dear Editor:

I agree with Amanda Doreson that women are objectified by society.  A possi-
ble explanation: American society has trivialized sex down to non-commital
recreation, with the procreative aspect considered secondary and even
reversible.  

Given that prevalent view, it is no surprise that women have been reduced to a
set of curves, a mere pleasure to be sampled.  It is ironic how the reproductive
freedom NOW and other organizations advocate actually undermines their
core goal of gaining respect for women.

Bryan Kirchoff
St. Louis

FOB: The former president of the Missouri Bar
Association and a redhead, Bill Corrigan, is set to
announce a bid for the Second District
Congressional seat. He will battle the incumbent, Todd Akin who is too weird
even for most Republicans. Corrigan is articulate, bright and intelligent, con-
servative, and a partner with the law firm of Armstrong, Teasdale. His father
was a beloved law and order judge in St. Louis County. His wife and children
are beautiful and we expect him to raise tons of money. Mr. Aiken’s wife home
schools their children so HP doesn’t know what they look like.

YEP, YEP, YEP: The Howard Dean of Missouri, a/k/a Jeff Smith chirped for
thirty minutes at a NARL meeting earlier this month while Congressman
Russ Carnahan and his staff waited for RC to speak. The Congressman’s staff
was fuming at the long-winded diatribe by Smith. Hey Jeff, you lost, shut up,
and let the Congressman speak. 

Staffer for RC tells HP RC will start rolling out major endorsements in
October. For those keeping tabs, HP’s earlier prediction of Russ Carnahan’s
fund raising promise have proved to be right on track and his event this
month, hosted by Tom Green, will put the Congressman over the top. PS, a
note to those who think the battle in the third district, where the incumbent
is venerable, should take note of Corrigan’s challenge of Aiken. With low poll
numbers for the incumbent and a tide turning towards the Democrats over
the economy and Iraq, the dems’ would be smart to mount a conservative
candidate in the second district. If they can avoid a Jane Fonda like nominee
and instead run a wealthy, conservative to moderate Democrat, then the pri-
mary battle may leave the Republicans so wounded that a Democrat could
squeak in. A former Cardinals player comes to this columnist’s mind.

TUFTING IT OUT: The Post Dispatch’s, Carolyn Tuft has not been seen this
week at the newspaper’s headquarters. The Post Dispatch announced Sunday;
an apology to its readers for a Tuft series of articles regarding Joyce Meyer’s
Ministry. Filled with inaccurate information, even by the Pd’s low professional
standards, editors corrected the record and promised punishment for Twiggy.
Now if we can simply get the editors to review all of her pathetic fairy tale
stories we may see further corrections. At press it is undetermined if Tuft has
been fired by the Post.

AS THE SILLY HALL FH CRUMBLES: Will Richard Callow ever reveal his
client list? Will Barb and Jeff make up after last weeks reported, "brawl" in
room 200?  Will Ron Smith ever recover from his interventions in breaking
up the twosome’s verbal volleys? And will Kenny Jones get his job back since
he was not as loud in room 200 as J & B were?

KEEPING WITH KJ: As KJ was departing the Mayor’s office last week the
Mayor repeatedly told KJ, "You know you’re fired? You know you’re fired?" To
which Jones replied, "How many times can you fire a guy?" And ten years ago
HP met KJ at a politicos request. HP turned to his friend and said, "This guy
is an idiot." The reply was, "Yes, but he is our idiot."

A PRO, NOT A PAWN: Opus’s project in the Central West End is destroying
the small businesses in the area. The developer does not have enough parking
for local residents and local businesses during construction and the problem
is only going to get worse until construction is completed. Additionally the
Syndicate Trust contract that was awarded to Craig Heller shows a need for
the Mayor to have a permanent, well-respected, seasoned, urban developer on
his staff who can assist the Mayor in making the right decisions for the City

HOT POTATO
Determined to promote justice, fight

for citizens, and wreak havoc on the

wrongdoers. So it begins:

of St. Louis. The biggest problem now is the process allows unqualified
staffers, and people with hidden agendas to influence the development projects
in the city. Heller’s bid, which now is beginning to resemble the bid Of John
Steffen, in that Heller no longer has the same general contractor as he did
when he proposed the bid and is now attempting to hire sub contractors out-
lined in Steffen’s proposal, illustrates the problem with the bidding process. If
you have a bidding process, where the bids are not binding, and where people
can change everything after the contract is awarded, then the process itself
becomes fundamentally flawed. An experienced urban developer at the Mayor’s
side would understand this process better than those currently in charge. This
position may be more important than the Mayor’s bodyguard. 

Lewis Reed’s wife, Mary Entrup, wants to be the new City Clerk if she can’t
get one of the permanent judgeships. 

Mike McMillan is set to leave the Aldermanic Chambers for the license
Collector’s office if all the dominos fall in place as planned by those in City
Hall.

REJOICE: The Post Dispatch story on underpaid prosecutors in the city needs
to be praised, however, the PD only got one third of the story. The PD needs to
investigate the other PDs involved. Those are the public defenders for they
have a far greater deficit in salary than the prosecutors and do not have the
funds to adequately investigate and defend those charged with crimes. Those
who wonder why so many poor African-American people are now being freed
from prisons for crimes they didn’t commit need only look at the system as it.
Overwhelmed, overextended and underpaid.  And furthermore, we need to
remember that the clerks who guard the files and process files are paid even
less than the other two parties involved.

THE ALEIN FROM CHANNEL11: The Evening Whirl’s latest attack on Chief
Joe Mokwa and Jennifer Joyce contained expletives that were both unprofes-
sional and unprecedented in their meanness even by Whirl standards. Seems
Gentry still has not gotten over being caught in a car with a gun by the City’s
finest. Sounds like a grudge match that will never end.

HEARD HERE FRIST: (Cause I thought of it) HP reported Claire would not
run for the US Senate. She is not running. HP reported that Robin Carnahan
was being urged in private circles to consider run however, she has indicated
now to sources close to the Secretary of State, she is not going to run. All of
which leaves the Democrats with no major candidate. HP has baked up a
smashing dish to solve this problem. (By the way Jo Mannies’ Column com-
paring a Claire – talent challenge to the Talent – Carnahan challenge of four
years ago proves once again that nobody understands politics like Jo. And
thank God.)  If the Democrats want to capture the Senate their best chance is
to rekindle the flame and have Jean Carnahan run. JC can raise the money,
has national name recognition and experience, and is in great health. She is
out of all this and can lay and wait and pick the issues that Jim Talent is
forced to vote on like Social Security and stem cell research and use them as
he did against her, to show the
deficiency of the incumbent. JC barely lost in the Republican tidal wave. This
time with the anti incumbent sentiment in the country and the poor economy
and the real concern over jobs and stem cells and the real loss of pensions by
people who thought they earned them, if JC focuses on those issues and
makes the Republicans accountable for the disastrous economic tide for the
past two years then she will be able to spend the next six years in Washington
voting a moderate pro-family agenda without having to spend any time raising
money for another term. She will truly be what the people expect. Somebody
who is voting her conscience and a statesman for Missouri.

ICE TIME: The Blues are moving. Zamboni machine for sale. Talk of buyer
B.S.
If you want season tickets to a hockey game you had better move to Canada.>



My life became extraordinarily settled and pleasant.  My design work moved
forward, the house slowly improved and close associations with neighbors and
local businesses strengthened.

Today, decades later, the Grand Center neighborhood is a tragic ghost of
that former self.  All but deserted when concerts are not taking place, only the
homeless and the occasional panhandler walk the streets of this once exciting
place.  All of my old neighbors have either moved on or passed away and hun-
dreds of others evicted.  The multitude of small shops have closed, scores of
beautiful, historic buildings
have been razed, replaced by
acre upon acre of surface
parking lots or nondescript
concrete boxes.  Little by lit-
tle, instead of strengthening
and supporting the residents,
artists and local businesses in
improving this area and mak-
ing it a more wholesome and
exciting place to live and
work, the city and its desig-
nated redevelopment agency
proceeded to destroy it in
order to save it.  Now if I wish
to buy a can of soda or need
change for a dollar I must
drive nearly a mile away, just
as most who live in the far
distant suburbs.  The forced
suburbanization of my inner
city neighborhood is com-
plete.  Today the city redevelopment powers extol this as the "premier arts and
entertainment" area and a success in modern urban planning.

Personally, after having lived in and known intimately that other urban
world, I think otherwise. >
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BY FREDERICK MEDLER

Before moving back to St. Louis from Seattle some thirty years ago I lived
in a lovely and vibrant area of that wonderful west coast city called Capital
Hill.  It lay just above the downtown district with a panoramic view westward
towards the magnificent Olympic mountain range, affording residents the
convenience of urban life that rarely required driving.   One could do all of
one’s shopping simply by walking.  Whether you wished to live in apartments,

condominiums or a spacious man-
sion, it was all right there.  And not
just on Capital Hill.  All of the inner
city of Seattle was and continues to
be this way.

When my boss made the decision
to retire and close down his architec-
tural practice I decided to return to
St. Louis since a very elderly lady
friend who owned my current home
desperately wished to find someone
to take it on. Consequently, I entered
into a new and quite challenging
endeavor here in my hometown.

Although nervous about return-
ing to what was (and continues to
be) in many ways a backward,
provincial and quite unenlightened
city, I nonetheless was pleased to
return to a landscape where great

architecture and fine craftsmanship existed around every urban street corner.
Even though the vast majority was and continues to go unappreciated, and
continues to be razed at a staggering rate, I felt more "grounded"  here and
have never regretted returning.

I settled into my home within what is now known as the Grand Center
neighborhood.  The personal trials and tribulations of taking on such an
arduous task endeavoring to restore such a rundown, abandoned wreck are
worthy of a book unto itself.  Yet neighbors quickly came to my aid to encour-
age and support me.  Two played a significant role in helping me feel more at
ease.  Herbie Kuester, an elderly gentleman who had lived all his life in the
elegant mansion immediately behind Powell Symphony Hall was continually
bringing me care packages of food, along with the occasional bottle of mer-
lot.  A Ms. Viola Longmere, another elderly neighbor to my east treated me to
countless dishes of mouth-watering soul food.  Both became close, personal
friends and I miss our frequent get-togethers.

Besides quickly developing exceptional friendships what particularly
made this neighborhood comfortable for me were its many similarities to my
previous world in Seattle.  Within three blocks of my home, virtually every-
thing I needed on a day-to-day basis could be found.  Whether I needed a
lampshade, pair of jeans, shoes, groceries, etc., all could be found within a
short leisurely walk.  Included were numerous bars, nightclubs, and restau-
rants for entertainment, along with the necessary drug stores, shoeshine par-
lor, locksmith, bank, hardware store, drycleaners, bookshops, jewelry store,
billiard hall, etc.  It came to the point that keeping my car and driving became
more of an inconvenience and hassle.  Sure, the neighborhood was far from
being economically stable and most of the residents and businesses were pri-
marily black, but all the basics were here, including a caring and committed
populous.  As a white male with an appreciation for diversity and inclusion, I
felt I had found my place.

HOMECOMING

C O M M E N TA R Y

One man’s thoughts on the city he
returned to and the place it’s become.

Shops at the corner of Grand and Olive.

Washington and Spring

Grand Olive Apartments.

Frederick Medler
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“Conformity is the jailer of freedom 
and the enemy of growth.”

- John F . Kennedy

15th Ward Alderwoman Jennifer Florida
is proud to support the Arch City Chronicle.

City Hall, Rm 230 • 1200 Market Street  •  Saint Louis, MO 63103
314.622.3287 phone

The 57th District also has a couple of names swirling around to replace El-
Amin. One is her husband and 1st ward committeeman Talibden El-Amin. The
other is 26th ward committeeman Joe Palm. Will these committemen duke it
out? Or will they figure something out?

Congressional 1st District: Everyone assumes that Lacy Clay is invincible. He’d look
a lot more invincible if he got a better press person. It’s been a string of bewil-
dering whinings in the Post from Clay. First a front page article about how he
can’t raise money. He sounded like a spoiled kid pouting about having any
responsibilities to the Party. Then he was quoted saying that his endorsement of
the mayor wasn’t really an endorsement, it was just an "endorsement." This all

makes Clay looks weak. We hear Mike Roberts Jr. We hear
Rita Days. We hear Connie Johnson. We don’t believe any of
it. But a political near-death experience might be just what
the doctor ordered for Representative Clay.

Congressional 2nd District: Deb Peterson reported Sherman
Parker is looking at the race. It’s a rumor that’s been around
for a while, but the guess here is that she’s getting played.

According to the looks of the chess board, Parker feigns interest in the Todd
Akin’s seat in exchange for an offer he can’t refuse – say a HUD or other appoint-
ment from either the Republican governor or President.  That leaves Armstrong
Teasdale attorney Bill Corrigan as the likely Republican primary challenger to
incumbent Akin. Akin is being disparaged by both our moderate and our hard
right Republican friends. The moderates say that he’s too freaky religious for
them. The right thinks that he’s lazy. In his safe seat he should be a more prodi-
gious fundraiser, bringing in the donations and spreading them around to other
Republicans who can use them.  

Congressional 3rd District: Things are looking brighter for incumbent Russ
Carnahan with his tormentor Jeff Smith pursuing the State Senate seat. Eyes
now find themselves following Joan Barry seeking clues whether she’s consider-
ing a possible Democratic primary challenge. >

2006 OUTLO O K The forecast calls for stormy skies, 
with a small chance for sunshine.

Circuit Attorney

Jennifer Joyce
is a proud supporter of the

Arch City Chronicle
1114 Market Street, 4th Floor

Mel Carnahan Building  Saint Louis, Missouri 63103
314-622-4941

BY DAVE DREBES

Senate Ra c e : Incumbent Jim Talent keeps welcoming one-nighters from
President Bush and pocketing millions from galas. Meanwhile the Democrats
don’t have a candidate. In the kibitzing Democratic circles that vainly wait for
word at the foot of Mt. McCaskill, a minority opinion is hardening. Pass on the
seat. Save the $10 million for other races and get their act together for the
gubernatorial in ‘08 and an open Bond seat in 2010.

Deeper within this school of thought is the idea of running a young turk for
the Senate seat. Someone who will lose, but will ignite passions on the left, and
help energize and organize the wilted Democratic grassroots infrastructure. It’s
a mission calling for a Jeff Smith type, who if the right
storms and stars collide and align could Wellstone the
state and upset Talent.

More likely, Democrats will nominate a no-name
State Rep or Senator.

Auditor: If McCaskill does run for the Senate seat then
this comes into play. Otherwise it’s an easy hold for the
Democrats, though Blunt would do well to put someone up to keep his arch-
nemesis occupied.  Deb Peterson reported that Senator Loudon is looking at the
race.

Senate 4th District: This race has the best potential to be the center ring of the ‘06
circus. Rachel Storch declared her intent to run after serving a mere six month
as State Rep. Who couldn’t blame her for wanting to climb out of the kinder-
garten that is the Missouri House for the more prestigious State Senate?
Former 3rd CD candidate Jeff Smith’s entrance however demolishes that
dream. They appeal to the same young liberal base. With any luck, the two will
sit down and come to an understanding. If not, Storch has a safe seat to which
she may retreat and perhaps move up in the House leadership. Meanwhile on
the north-side, Yaphett El-Amin is expected to enter and there are rumors that
Amber Boykins will as well. Once again, it would be prudent for a peacemaker
to emerge and unify the African-American community behind a single candi-
date. All these divisions appear to open the door for Fred Kratky to win by
sewing up the southside. Kratky tells ACC, he’s not in for sure yet, but he’s look-
ing at it thoroughly. He guesses that in the competitive environment it might
be a $150,000 race. Of course, filing hasn’t even open yet. This race might have
eight candidates; it might have two.

Ripples of the 4th District: If Storch does indeed leave her seat, the 64th district
seat is open again after a spirited and pricy four-way campaign just a year ago.
The problem is some of her competitors have left the district. Both Sreenu
Dandamudi and Tim Schoemehl moved out and neither sounds excited to move
back right away. Hopefully the 64th District will harvest another crop of young
leaders. 

In the 65th District, if Kratky runs, we’re hearing it’s possible that his wife
Michelle would step up, but also that 16th ward committewoman Cathy
Ruggeri-Rea, though it is unlikely that both would run. Meanwhile 10th ward
committeeman and "St. Louis Sausage King" John Paul Frisella is said to be
revving up his team to run should Kratky move on. 

A political near-death
experience might be just
what the doctor ordered
for Representative Clay .
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BY GENA MILLER

Every ten years redistricting shuffles the political deck. All across the United
States, a national census is taken and electoral districts are changed in accor-
dance with the results; St. Louis City is no exception.  The most recent census
in 2000 revealed many demographic trends that have become more evident over
the past few years: a growing Latino presence in South City, the depopulation of
the North Side, explosive population growth in St. Charles County, etc.  

In terms of the politics of St.
Louis City, the single most
important change has been the
growing African-American voting
block in South City.  The 2002
census revealed the first African-
American majority in the history
of St. Louis City.

In accordance with this pop-
ulation shift, the mayor's office
sold many redistricted wards,
especially wards in South City, as
minority opportunity wards. The
17th ward aldermanic seat, a
position held by four term
incumbent and son of longtime
17th ward alderman Joe Roddy
Sr., was billed as one of these so
called "opportunities" because of
the increased African-American
population in the ward after the
redistricting.  

Despite this different popula-
tion dynamic, alderman Roddy (a
white financial planner) proved resilient against his young African-American
challenger Rodney Burchfield and won the election handily, garnering 63% of
the vote.  Though the win was convincing, it was the strongest threat to the
Roddy seat in memory.

The results of this election raise several important questions that highlight
other principles in St. Louis City politics: Can a challenger ever win?  Are racial
demographics alone enough to sway a municipal election?  Can political "oppor-
tunity" exist for minorities through population alone? Is money the most deci-
sive factor of political success in this city?  In terms of the 17th, there is no
unequivocal answer, but several very good hypotheses. 

The redistricted 17th ward is a veritable Noah's arc of a political district.  It
includes parts of the Central West
End to the North, parts of the
Manchester Business strip to the
South, sections of Forest Park
South East and Botanical
Heights (the former McRee
Town) to the East, and a sliver of
the Hill to West.  Therefore, the
voter base in this ward includes a
smattering of demographics:
working class African-Americans,
Yuppies, GLBT and some blue
collar white voters.  It is the sin-
gle richest ward in St. Louis City,
and by far the most  diverse in
terms of socioeconomic level,
housing, race, and sexual orien-
tation. 

Mayor Slay keyed into the
African-American shift during
redistricting however, and
explained the 17th along with the
20th as a minority "opportunity"
ward.  According to the Southern

Regional Council, a minority oppor-
tunity ward is, "A district with sufficient minority population to afford minority
voters an opportunity equal to that of others to
elect a candidate of their choice to public office
within the governing body."  The principle of
using race to determine voting districts
became a codified principle in the United
States during the Johnson Administration as a
part of the 1965 Federal Voting Rights Act;  in
the wake of violence against civil rights work-
ers in the South, Johnson asked his attorney
general to author "The goddamnest, toughest
Voting Rights Act" he could to ensure that all
voters truly would have a voice in the electoral
process. 

Since then, the "opportunity districts"
have come into existence nationwide, and the
principle has been upheld in the federal court
system. Despite Roddy's recent win in the
March primary, challenger Burchfield main-
tains, " (the 17th ward) is definitely an oppor-
tunity ward." Staunch Burchfield supporter,
26th ward committeman Joe Palm agrees with
that positions as well, "Of course the 17th is an
opportunity ward... with the African- American
majority in St. Louis City, this whole city is an
opportunity when you think about it."

Everyone involved with both campaigns can agree that race was an impor-
tant factor.  In the words of Roddy supporter Jim Wilson, "Race is always para-
mount in the City of St. Louis, that is the City of St. Louis... it is ‘us’ and ‘them’
on both sides and it’s terrible." Roddy's campaign slogan was "creating value,
valuing diversity and preserving our past.” Although Burchfield insists, "I didn't
want to run a campaign 'yeah he's a white guy and I'm a black guy'... but race
was a factor."

Campaign insiders in the Roddy camp acknowledge the racial element and
dismiss its importance. "You have an opportunity when you have disengaged
officials, a depressed area, and scandal, and the 17th ward had none of these
things," says St. Louis Central Democratic Committee chair Brian Wahby.
Vigilant Communications rep and Roddy supporter Nancy Rice insists, "Race is
a factor because identity politics are always a factor, but [race] is not as big as
[race] was 20, 15, even 10 years ago. Saying that race is the only factor is
b*****.” Statistical information analyst Dave Chelinski views the politics of race
similarly, "Ultimately people want public officials to do a good job, regardless of
color.  Outside observers were looking for the race issue.  If [public officials]
don't do a good job, they won't be called back; that's the beauty of representa-
tive democracy.  People tried to read into it."  Roddy's field coordinator, Josh
Kenney insists that, "Race will never not be an issue in St. Louis, but if you look
at the results of the election we obviously got a lot of African-American support,
and with Joe's record as an alderman, thats not surprising."

CASE STUDY OF OPPORTUNITY: 17th WARD PRIMARY

Overall, a work in progress. Photo by Gena Miller.

But still ha
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Weighing the relative political value of race and incumbency.
Certainly Roddy did get meaningful African-American support; Burchfield

only carried one precinct in the entire ward (albeit the predominately African-
American  precinct containing the Adams Family Community Center) and even
in that precinct, Roddy still managed a little over 40% of the vote.  Even taking
into consideration these daunting numbers, Burchfield points to many other
explanations for his defeat. 

“You had several factors in play that made it very difficult to challenge in
this race.  First off, we got a
much lower turnout than I
expected (20%)... we got about
1,500 votes cast in the entire
election instead of 2,500.  We
also didn't really have a lot of
money until the final quarter,
and you can't fight fifty years
of name recognition without a
substantial amount of money.
After we lost the presidential
election and we lost a lot of
statewide races, I think that
there was a lot of donor
fatigue too. It wasn't really
that Roddy beat me, it was
voter apathy.  If people were
really satisfied with (Roddy's)
performance he would have
gotten 80, 90 percent of the
vote." 

"We just about split Forest
Park South East, and that was
Rodney's stronghold, so obvi-
ously we got a lot of African-American support," Kenney emphasized. In order
to become alderman in a predominantly African-American ward, in order to win

by 63%, many African-American's and a majority
of people in the ward must have felt Roddy's per-
formance was acceptable - or at least not so egre-
gious that they were incited to vote against him. 

Roddy's initiatives to rehab housing through-
out the ward, including new lower income hous-
ing in Botanical Heights (the former McRee
Town) and a successful bid for the next Habitat
for Humanity development in St. Louis City,
shores up some of the claims of Roddy detractors
who suggest that perhaps the alderman is too
preoccupied by the needs of his richer con-
stituents in the Central West End.  Rice points to
Roddy's support of Botanical Heights as evidence
of his commitment to housing diversity in his
ward: "Look at a place like Botanical Heights,
that's new affordable housing for working class
housing.  I didn't believe it when people told me
that people were camped out to buy the lots for
those houses but I drove by it myself and I saw
it... you don't get those kinds of buildings passed
through the beauracracy of city politics without a
hardcore alderman."  According to Wilson, Roddy
was the only alderman in St. Louis City not too

overextended to encourage Habitat for Humanity,
and that is why Habitat will be doing its next blitz build within the area.

For a great confluence of reasons, Roddy simply ran a better campaign.
Kenney offers, "Rodney ran as good of a campaign as any challenger could have
run.  Frankly, I don't think that any challenger could have won this race.
Rodney said, ' I am change' and of course that’s powerful in a neighborhood with
problems like (the former McRee Town now Botanical Heights), but throughout
the ward, on a greater level, constituents are happy with Joe's record of success.
The Roddys have done a good job here- over the last 50 or even the last 17 years-
the 17th has bucked the trend (of St. Louis City)." 

Even Burchfield allows that his personal motivation to run did not stem
from any kind of discontent with Roddy's leadership.  "A big part of my cam-
paign was asking for the opportunity to prove myself: just the opportunity for
different leadership, not necessarily because the old leadership was bad."
Burchfield, a self styled "product of Forest Park South East" admits that he is
pleased with development in the 17th; he is encouraged that the Manchester
business strip seems to be reviving, albeit slower than he might like, that there
is a growing GLBT presence in Forest Park South East, and that there is new
low income housing being built in tandem with more expensive housing devel-
opments in the ward.  

Ideology aside, as an entrenched incumbent, Roddy had 50 years of name
recognition and a political organization in place even before he filed.  Roddy was
also able to raise up to four times as much money as Burchfield early on in the

campaign.  Because he is a four term incumbent and the son of a 40 year incum-
bent, Roddy also had more campaign experience specific to the 17th ward.
Although Burchfield still wants the opportunity to prove himself, he is not
angry with the status quo and according to the results of the March 8th primary,
neither are the constituents of the 17th ward.

In retrospect, it appears as if the 17th ward is an opportunity ward and that
African-Americans have the opportunity to have a greater voice in choosing

their leaders than in other
parts of the country.  In this
past election cycle, it appears
that African-Americans chose
to use that opportunity to
elect an incumbent who has
been a catalyst for a reason-
able amount of positive
change in his ward for many
of the African-American con-
stituents in his area, even
though he is white. 

Looking back, it is impos-
sible to say what one factor
was decisive in Burchfield's
loss, or even more, if any one
of those factors could be deci-
sive in defeating Roddy in the
future.  It seems that if any-
one is to defeat Roddy in the
17th, it will be the result of an
error on his part and not
because of the merit of the

challenger.  If anything, the 17th
teaches us that the most opportunity exists when a challenger is negatively
elected. >

17th ward boasts new housing. Photo by Gena Miller.

as areas of deteriorating housing. Photo by Gena Miller.
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RECALLS ALTER POLITICAL LANDSCAPE continued from page 1

As a newcomer, Smith felt himself pulled between following the standard
campaign tactics, and his own beliefs as to how a candidate should conduct
their campaign. The times when he succumbed to the impersonal and
machine-style campaign methods seemed more problematic to him than his
loss.

Smith’s talk drew upon his unsuccessful campaign to succeed long-time
Representative Richard Gephardt in the 3rd Congressional District of
Missouri. His loss to Russ Carnahan of the dynastic Carnahan family in an
unusual ten person race came down to the wire with Carnahan defeating the
second place Smith by less than 2% of the vote. The near defeat of the heavily
favorite Carnahan by the relatively unknown Smith garnered him a good deal
of notice. 

Smith’s campaign not only drew attention because of the close vote, but
also for his choice of campaign methods. He followed the same basic strategy
of any other campaign – raise money, get recognition, stay on message – but
he also tried to stick with methods that he felt were ethically more responsible
than the standard operating procedure for campaigning.

"My mission all along was to run a grassroots campaign," said Smith.
Smith focused on trying to get to as many individuals as possible. He

wanted to use his ideas, not gimmicks, to win voter's support. One very suc-
cessful method was to solicit small donations. The campaign held coffees in
people’s homes, garnering 3,000 donations in increments of $20 and $50. They
raised $10,000 in one day by sending out an email to the campaign email list
on Smith’s 30th birthday and asking people to not send Jeff a gift, instead send
$30. Smith raised even more money by asking people to pledge per-mile as he
rode from the Delmar Loop in University City to St. Genevieve, about 75
miles.

"I found this to be a much more edifying way to [raise money] than to call
strangers I’d never met," said Smith.

Smith set out not only to win but also to change what campaigning
should be like. Instead of trying to work through the machine politics, he used
his coffees and other person-to-person methods to go directly to the voters. He
tried to inculcate his fiercely devoted staff that every voter matters and that
you have to treat your supporters with trust and respect.

Smith’s talk documented not where he failed to follow an ethical path, it
documented where he fell short of his own beliefs and followed the standard
playbook. It was a criticism of campaign politics-as-usual through the experi-
ence of someone who tried to rise above it.

With Smith apparently lining up support to make a bid for the 4th District
Missouri State Senate seat, he will again have a chance to try new techniques
for raising money and his profile. He acknowledged in his talk that if he were
to run again he would need a much higher profile and need to be more profes-
sional, but that doesn’t mean it has to be any less of a campaign on his terms.

"You always need to strive to retain some of the naivete, some of the exu-
berance, the joy that you had in your first campaign," said Smith. >

SMITH ROCKS continued from page 1

medical and behavioral issues that many other rescue groups turn away.
The Clowder House is staffed by Diane Hurwitz, who also holds down a full-

time job in Illinois, and a team of dedicated volunteers who ensure the cats are
fed, remain healthy, receive needed medications and receive plenty of love. On
Saturdays, children are welcome to volunteer by spending some quality time
brushing, petting and playing with the animals. If you are interested in learn-
ing more about the Clowder House, call 314.776.7877. >

CAT CASTLE continued from page 1

mer opponents (including the committeewoman Leggette), left few doubts as to
whom the nominee would be.

In the 22nd the former alderman, Kenneth Jones, is working to unseat Boyd
who was able to finally edge out the politician Jones saw as his successor in the
ward, Jay Ozier, in 2003. Jones was fired by Mayor Slay last week for a verbal
altercation in the Mayor’s office that exploded over a conversation about Jones’
effort to unseat Boyd. 

Jones has been a long-term and critical supporter of Slay and Slay has recip-
rocated. Slay appears to now be supporting Boyd, much to Jones’ apparent dis-
may. Slay recently attended a fundraiser for Boyd. Given the effect his support
can have on a race, Slay may be rightly concerned about mixed messages of sup-
port emanating from his office.

Support for, or opposition to Slay and his policies is cited as a major issue
behind some of the recall efforts. It’s surprising, then, that those like Ryan who
are being made targets by citing their support for Slay, often are coming under
fire from former supporters of Slay. O.L. Shelton himself came under fire from
politicians on the North Side for his support of Slay’s mayoral bid in 2001.
Political winds may be fickle, but the question of who is further up the totem
pole seems to be the true driving force behind the recall efforts.

Compare the events in the 4th and 22 Wards with the recall effort in the
24th Ward, home to Alderman Thomas Bauer. Most people remember Bauer for
his early days of campaigning, traveling the Ward on the back of his donkey,
Dan. Colorful history aside, Bauer is drawing more attention these days for his
property dealings in the neighborhood. 

The recall effort was triggered by an increasing number of residents
who feel Bauer is in a questionable position, profiting from developments in his
Ward. Others are concerned that Bauer does not show enough interest in pre-
serving parts of the areas that reflect its history, such as a historic Presbyterian
church. They say the best way to make money is to be in the middle of money
changing hands and Bauer seems to have managed to do just that. Even other
aldermen have expressed concerns over the ethics involved. The 24th Ward
organization itself has thrown its support behind the recall petition.

Bauer has responded to the recall petition by filing a $2 million
defamation suit against the leaders of the effort.

Circumstances such as the situation before the residents of the 24th
Ward would seem to be textbook cases of what the recall provision was created
to address. The circumstances surrounding O.L. Shelton’s return to elected
office in the 4th and the retaliation that seems to spur the recall effort aimed at
Boyd in the 22nd don’t seem to reflect the intent of the provision. 

One reason the recall has become so popular is that the bar for triggering a
recall is set so low, only 20% of the number of registered voters in the ward are
need to sign the petition. With so many recent ward elections won with fewer
than a thousand votes, and the difficulty of mobilizing a significant percentage
of the registered voting population to get out for a special election, an effective
machine that can get the 20% can usually count on a win. This can provide cit -
izens with a method to circumvent machine politics, or it can be used by the
machine to upend politicians that cross powerful interests.>

“You can never get all the facts from just one 
newspaper, and unless you have all the facts,

you cannot make proper judgements about 
what is going on.”

- Harry S. Truman

Aldermanic President Jim Shrewsbury 
supports the Arch City Chronicle and its

unparalleled courage in covering meaningful issues.

P.S. Kraig at Historic Homes is right!



St. Hedwig's  at 3202 Pulaski will
close it's parish at the end of this
month.  It was the third Polish parish
that was created in St. Louis. It was
founded in 1904 by Rev. Victor Stepka

at Compton Avenue and Hiawatha (Pulaski) Street. A combination structure,
used as a church, school and parsonage was dedicated on March 26, 1905. 
At that time the parish contained 150 Polish families with a school enrollment
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ST. HEDWIG

of 154 students. The church was enlarged in 1906 by Rev. Simon J.
Zielinski. The present church at the northwest corner of Compton Avenue
and Itaska Street was completed in 1957. The convent is located at 3219
Itaska.

Counter clockwise starting top left.
1.  View of the entrance to the church on the corner of Compton and Itaska.
2. Cornerstone of the modernist structure, erected in 1957
3.  View of the school building from Pulaski St. just west of Compton

4.  The Church steeple.
5.  View of neighborhood surrounding St. Hedwig's.  This is looking north on Compton from
Itaska
6.  Monument of St. Hedwig, the patron of the defunct parish.

Photos by Tom Lampe



Save South Grand: In some ways
South Grand has it all. Property
values are smoldering east and
west of Grand. Residents boast of
proximity to Tower Grove Park,
and a business district with a lit-
tle bit of everything: ethnic
restaurants, eclectic bars, grow-
ing retail as well as a backbone of
practical amenities like a Post
office, a dry cleaners, a local gro-
cery store, a barber shop, and an
evil bank. Well maybe not evil,
but uncaring. The one piece of
the South grand puzzle that has
been missing is parking to feed
the burgeoning business district.
Commerce Bank has sat for
decades on an enormous under-
utilized asphalt field, allowing the
businesses and resident to salivate
over the prospect that someday
they would be a good corporate
citizen and donate or sell the land
to give the businesses the parking
they demand. Now word comes
that instead Commerce is plan-
ning to sell the land to Kieger’s
Sport Bar. It is hard to figure how
a sports bar will fit the South
grand culture, next door to Jay
International, across the street
from CBGC’s alternative army or
the young dudes of Mangia
Italiano, much less a strip book-
ended by Absoluti Goosed and
MoKaBes. The strongest objection
is not on aesthetic grounds, but
that the rest of the businesses
need that lot and have planned on
it.  No one can make Commerce
do the right thing. And they prob-
ably won’t.

But there might be another
solution that doesn’t depend on
the evil bank. The numbers would
have to be crunched by profes-
sionals, but there’s clearly an
opportunity for the imaginative
Larry Williams to rescue the busi-
ness district by building a parking
garage. It might require that the
businesses and residents ante up
something to the pot, but they
would probably do so if they knew
that the city would be there to
help districts that help them-
selves. Between a modest revenue
stream from the neighborhood,
the anticipated demand for park-
ing and Mr. Williams’ financial
brewing skills, South Grand
should get a parking garage. 

Hey Bull Frog: In the flurry to get
things accomplished at the end of
MO Legislative session,
Representatives managed to unite
behind at least one very impor-
tant cause: The North American
Bull Frog is the new state
Amphibian.

Teach the children: Underage
drinkers beware, the state will
now fine you, jail you, and sus-
pend your license.  Taking away a
teenager’s car privileges is worse
than a bad case of acne on prom
night.  Concerned state reps
failed to pass HB580 in the wan-
ing days of the spring session.
The bill would have required
school officials, doctors, and
other authority figures to report
sexually active minors to the
child abuse hotline.  

HoFo opens second loco: Tower
Grove coffee hang out Hartford
Coffee will open its second loca-
tion on July 1. This one will be in
the Shaw neighborhood and have
a different menu. Watch the mail
for your invite to the sneak pre-
view party.

Policy wonk on the move:
LeaAnne Derigne has resigned
from the Citizens for Missouri’s
Children to spend more time
with her own child Ruby and fin-
ish her PhD.

"Reform" depends on your side:
They fought charter reform; They
started NSO reform. Who knows
where the BOA will stand on the
next reform.

On Thining Ice: The NHL's recent
decline may leave team owners in
a bind, but the Savvis Center
itself (or whatever the new name
will be since Savvis
Communications is ending its
contract for the naming rights) is
another matter. There are two
leases involved in the Blues' and
the Center's partnership and the
two may not necessarily be a
package deal. The Center has a
lease with the city and the Blues
have a lease with the Center.
Whoever owns the Blues has to
deal with a 30 year lease, a lease
that acts as collateral on the
Center's bonds, which would have
to be paid off before a potential
relocation of the Blues. If an
investor could wrest away control
of the Center alone, which has
become quite lucrative on its
own, it could be quite the savvy
move. The Savvis Center clocked
in at number 7 in the top 10 for
ticket sales in 2004; that does not
include hockey tickets. Despite
the lockout the Center's man-
agers were confident they would
get by own their own. The Blues
may need the Center more than
the Center needs the Blues. >
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HELP WANTED
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BY LUCAS HUDSON

Watching the sun set on your generation is a very confusing and disorient-
ing experience, and from the look of things, it is clearly dusk for Generation X.
Witnessing a clinically insane Michael Jackson fight off a second round of child
molestation charges made it crystal clear that nearly all of the icons Gen X’ers
once revered are irrelevant, semi-crazy or have aged in a way that can only
make you feel old for remembering what they looked like when they were
young. Star Wars has swung its last lightsaber, Michael Jordan has shot his
last buzzer-beater, Gary Coleman had to find work as a
security guard; and as a final insult, Mike Tyson, the
most feared athlete of Generation X, is now a dis-
graced semi-literate caricature of his former self.
Ouch! Seeing Philip Michael Thomas of Miami Vice
fame on a Miss Cleo infomercial also hurt really, really
bad. Realizing that the stars of Generation X have
faded brings about predictable and scary results—
GenX ers will inevitably sound like "old" people did
when you were 13.

My thinking is already starting to transform, and it makes me question my
sanity and my taste. I look at cartoons nowadays and think how much better
they were in my youth, it seems none of the current basketball players can
possibly compare to Jordan, Bird or Magic, and even contemporary cheesy pop

tunes pale in comparison to the good old bub-
ble-gum stuff of the eighties.   We had Star
Wars, E.T., Indiana Jones, The Goonies and
Back to the Future; and now, thanks to Disney
and Pixar, a bunch of talking video games pass
as the gold standard for kid movies? Adam
Sandler, Will Ferrell and Jerry Seinfeld all rolled into one could never come
close to Eddie Murphy in his prime and African-American TV shows were bet-
ter- Sanford and Son, the Jeffersons and the Cosby Show put any current
African-American sitcom to shame. Is Generation Y’s answer to Prince, George
Michael, Madonna, Michael Jackson or even Blondie really Britney Spears,

Christina Aguilera and Usher? We even had better
tennis stars! How can Sampras, Agassi and the
Williams sisters compare to McEnroe, Connors and
Chris Evert Lloyd?

The question remains, is this just the jaded rant
of an all grown up Gen X’er upset about being sad-
dled with the inevitability of mortgages, kids, 401 K’s
and bucking the charge of  the young turks by lash-

ing out at anybody who doesn’t know who shot J.R? In a famous speech deliv-
ered to Congress after his dismissal and retirement, General McArthur
quipped "old soldiers don’t die, they just fade away." As the icons that
Generation X grew up with slowly fade away, is it just mere nostalgia that
spurs both feelings of cultural superiority and pity at youngsters impressed
with reality t.v.? Or did we really have it better? >

GENERATION X’D

If you want to have the final word, contact Lucas at lucas@archcitychronicle.com

C L A S S I F I E D S

Sales/Ad.Reps for Arch City

Chronicle. Ad sales experience a

plus. Straight commission. Send

resume: Claralyn Bollinger, ACC, P.O.

Box 63303, St. Louis, MO 63136

email CLARALYN@ArchCityChronicle.com

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

PJ's Pet Guardians, a new 501(c)3

non-profit pet rescue organiza-

tion, operating out of the Soulard

neighborhood of St. Louis, is in

desperate need of the following:

Volunteers (fundraising, fostering,

adoption event workers, etc) as

well as cages, blankets, beds,

towels, and treats! Drop off dona-

tions at Pets in the City, 1009A

Russell Blvd. in Soulard (between

Menard and 9th St.) (314) 772-

7387. All donations are tax

deductible, as PJ's Pet Guardians

is a 501(c)3 organization. In addi-

tion, PJ's holds an adoption event

every Saturday from 12noon-3pm

at Pets in the City.

ATHLETICS

Panda Athletic Club (1619 North

Broadway, just north of the Dome

downtown, 314-621-6465

www.pandaac.org) offers class

instruction nine sessions a week,in

a fully operational and licensed

boxing gym. Open to all ages,

men, women, for those who want

to compete or just learn the skills

of the sweet science. First lesson

free! youth scholarships are avail-

able for qualifying competitors

under 18.

Seeing Philip Michael
Thomas of Miami Vice fame
on a Miss Cleo infomercial
hurt really, really bad. 

Classified ad prices:  25 cents per

word for one issue, 20 cents per

word per issue for 2-3 issues or

15 cents per word per issue for 4

or more issues.  Place your classi-

fied ad by visiting our website or

contact the Advertising Manager

Claralyn Bollinger 314-773-5748

or claralyn@archcitychronicle.com

TO PLACE AN AD

THE FINAL WORD

FOR SALE

For Sale: 1999 Jeep. Great for

summer fun. Chicks will dig you in

this rugged, I-know-how-to-party

Wrangler. Runs great, spirit of a

jaguar. Call 314-865-4573 for

more information.

CONGRATULATIONS

Congratulations to Mary and

Kathy who have finally gotten their

long deserved vacation and are

sun bathing on the beach. Live it

up while you can girls. Have a few

for me. See you when you get

home.



BY LUCAS HUDSON

OVERVIEW:

The Tin Can Tavern and Grille has a South City heart that beats with the
nostalgic pulse of Cardinal summers, barbeque dripping in Maull’s sauce, and
Ted Drewes running messily over
sticky fingers.  It is quite odd to
associate a Tavern with childhood
memories, but between its
exhaustive selection of blue collar
beer, a downhome menu reminis-
cent of Mom’s most requested
comfort food, and the campy pres-
entation of the two; The Tin Can
can’t avoid provoking memories of
catching fireflies in the backyard
of your grandfathers house while
watching the greatest generation
down beer after beer of Falstaff,
Stag, Pabst Blue Ribbon and
Budweiser. Watching twenty and
thirty-somethings drink the very
same beer just completes a cosmic
cycle that balances the universe
after the surge in popularity of
boutique beer, malt-based flavored beer and ultra-light beer.

In addition, placing the Tin Can in an area trying to turn the corner from
a moderate degree of urban blight scores points in the increasingly popular
"let’s move back to the city because white flight sure failed to make culture"
movement.  Admittedly, it took a little bit of moxy from the owners to put the
bar in the area, and hopefully, it will serve as an anchor in the process of revi-
talizing the Morganford district.

CROWD:

The crowd is a mix of twenty and thirty-somethings exited to have a kitschy
new retro themed bar to go to, and an older, somewhat bewildered neighbor-
hood crowd trying to figure out if they too are welcome in the revitalization era.
A visit on a Saturday afternoon also revealed entire families basking in the sun
on the bright new patio furniture, soaking up the family-themed food and new
city ambience. The dress code is appropriately casual, and the equilibrium of
singles, couples, men and women is nearly ideal.

DRINKS/FOOD:

Not only does the Tavern specialize in workingman’s beer, but the beer also

carries a workingman’s price, which is always welcome in an age where retro
doesn’t always translate to retro pricing.  All mixed drinks and even soda is
served in Bo and Luke Duke-inspired "Get R’ Done" mason jars, and anyone
expecting a serviceable wine list just has to understand that this isn’t that kind
of party.  The food is kind of a mixed bag.  Its presentation is memorably old-
school, served on a 70’s style square plate with that memorable 70’s color palette

seen on the side of Scooby Doo’s
"Mystery Machine" van.  My favorite
dish was the "pot and kettle", a
scrumptious helping of pot roast
served on texas toast and topped
with mashed potatoes and rosemary
sauce.  While the flavor was impres-
sive and the meal hearty, the sauce
was a trifle salty.  The macaroni and
cheese had a foreign flavor
unknown in the normal confines of
the mac and cheese world, but the
grilled cheese was perfection.  The
meaty chili was also delicious, but
the lack of oyster crackers or
saltines was a little curious, to say
the least.  However, I would not hes-
itate to try every entrée on the
menu because a lot of restaurants
use the word hearty, but in this case,

the Tin Can delivers in spades.

NOBODY’S PERFECT:

As can be expected, the crowd is ethnically homogenous, but that is a St.
Louis issue, and not necessarily a fault of the Tavern itself.  Personally, the food
is a little inconsistent, but when it comes to homestyle cooking, opinions vary
widely because families have wildly differing cooking styles.

TILT:

There really is no reason not to experience retro done right, and the Tin Can
pulls it off with aplomb.  From the availability of forty-ounce beer to the perfect
touch of a playable old-school Sega Genesis in the gaming lounge to the river-
boat gambleresque interior and available beer "koozies"; the Tin Can will be a
very popular summer destination, and deservedly so.  Cover charges only apply
on nights when bands are playing.  See the website, www.tincavern.com for
details.

Photo by Lucas Hudson
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